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Centre for Foundation Studies

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Conference Presentations

Unpublished conference presentation


Reports to External Bodies (excluding milestone reports)


Miscellaneous Scholarly Activity

International seminars/workshops

School of Business & Administration

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Papers in Periodicals/Journals

International journal: refereed papers


National journal: refereed papers


Journal non-refereed papers


Conference Presentations

Published refereed international conference proceedings


Published refereed NZ conference proceedings


Unpublished conference presentation


Miscellaneous Scholarly Activity

NZ consultancies


Deo, S. (2008). Workshops and discussions to identify and develop investment projects for regional and national growth. AgBio Innovation Academy (AIA), Hamilton.

Deo, S. (2008). Development of entrepreneurial ability and skills through workshops, assessment of business ideas and projects for senior students' business teams operating in high schools in the Waikato region. Young Enterprise Scheme (YES), Hamilton.
PEER ESTEEM

Editorial Board Membership

New Zealand Journal


Reviewing Research Proposals/Conference Proposals/Exhibitions

Reviews of international conference papers/exhibition proposals


Organising conference/curating exhibition (excluding 18.2 and 18.3)

New Zealand


CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

Mentoring, Supervising Colleagues’ Research


Membership of Institutional or Faculty Research Committees


Supervision of Student Research

PhD thesis


Assistance to Student Publishing, Exhibiting or Performing

Locally


Roche, M. (2008). Undergraduate research supervision of D. Silva. Transitions to change that have impacted on female Chinese international students as a consequence of internationalisation of higher education. Wintec.
School of Education

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Papers in Periodicals/Journals

National journal: refereed papers


Conference Presentations

Published refereed international conference proceedings


Published refereed NZ conference proceedings


Unpublished conference presentation


CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

Mentoring, Supervising Colleagues’ Research


Membership of Institutional or Faculty Research Committees

Stewart, J. (2008). Member, Health Arts & Social Science Research sub-committee, Wintec.
School of Health

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Papers in Periodicals/Journals

Journal non-refereed papers


Conference Presentations

Published refereed international conference proceedings


Published refereed NZ conference proceedings


Unpublished conference presentation


Higher Degree Awarded

Masterate


Miscellaneous Scholarly Activity

NZ seminars/workshops


PEER ESTEEM

Editorial Board Membership

New Zealand Journal


Research-Related Awards/Fellowships/Prizes

National fellowships/awards/prizes


CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

Membership of Institutional or Faculty Research Committees


Supervision of Student Research

Master’s thesis


School of Information Technology

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Editing Special Issue of a Periodical/Journal

National journal


Book Reviews

National journal


Papers in Periodicals/Journals

National journal: refereed papers


Conference Presentations

Published refereed international conference proceedings


Published refereed NZ conference proceedings


Miscellaneous Scholarly Activity

International seminars/workshops


New Zealand Seminars/Workshops

PEER ESTEEM

Reviewing Research Proposals/Conference Proposals/Exhibitions

Reviews of national conference papers/exhibition proposals


Organising conference/curating exhibition (excluding 18.2 and 18.3)

New Zealand


Appointments to Key Research, Industry, Professional, Community, Government or International Bodies

New Zealand Bodies


Miscellaneous Peer Esteem

Third Party Review/Interview/Critique


CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

Mentoring, Supervising Colleagues’ Research


Membership of Institutional or Faculty Research Committees


Coordinator/Director of a Research Centre/Syndicate


Supervision of Student Research

PhD thesis

School of Media Arts

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Books/Monographs (>150pp)  
(Authored)

New Zealand Publisher


Books/Monographs (Edited)/Textbooks (<150pp)

New Zealand Publisher


Chapters in Books

International publication


New Zealand publication


Book Reviews

National journal


Papers in Periodicals/Journals

International journal: refereed papers


National journal: refereed papers

http://www.nzmediastudies.org.nz/

Creative Outputs

International professionally curated group exhibition at major venue/festival


International professionally curated solo exhibition


International professionally curated group exhibition (multiple works)


**International professionally curated group exhibition (one work)**


**International non-curated exhibition**


**National professionally curated solo exhibition at major venue**


**National professionally curated group exhibition at major venue**


**National professionally curated solo exhibition**


National professionally curated group exhibition (multiple works)


National professionally curated group exhibition (one work)


National or regional non-curated exhibition


**International film festival screening or television/radio broadcast**


**Regional film festival screening or television/radio broadcast**


**National film festival screening or television/radio broadcast**


**International performance of composition**


National performance of composition

Regional performance of composition


Conference Presentations
Published refereed international conference proceedings

Published refereed NZ conference proceedings

Unpublished conference presentation


Miscellaneous Scholarly Activity
Brief review articles/opinion pieces


**New Zealand seminars/workshops**


**New Zealand consultancies**


**PEER ESTEEM**

**Research-Related Awards/Fellowships/Prizes**

**National fellowships/awards/prizes**


**Reviewing Research Proposals/Conference Proposals/Exhibitions**

**Reviews of international conference papers/exhibition proposals**


**Organising conference/curating exhibition (excluding 18.2 and 18.3)**

**International**


**New Zealand**


Local/regional


Appointments to Key Research, Industry, Professional, Community, Government or International Bodies

New Zealand Bodies


Local/regional bodies


CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

Membership of Research Collaborations and Consortia

New Zealand (outside Wintec)


Mentoring, Supervising Colleagues’ Research


Membership of Institutional or Faculty Research Committees


Supervision of Student Research

Master’s thesis


**Postgraduate investigation**


Assistance to Student Publishing, Exhibiting or Performing

Internationally


Nationally


Locally


School of Science & Primary Industries

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Papers in Periodicals/Journals

International journal: refereed papers


Conference Presentations

Published refereed international conference proceedings


Published non-refereed conference proceedings


Unpublished conference presentation


Reports to External Bodies (excluding milestone reports)


Higher Degree Awarded

Doctorate

PEER ESTEEM

Appointments to Key Research, Industry, Professional, Community, Government or International Bodies

New Zealand Bodies


CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

Membership of Research Collaborations and Consortia

New Zealand (outside Wintec)


Mentoring, Supervising Colleagues’ Research


Membership of Institutional or Faculty Research Committees


Generation of Externally-Funded Research

<$50,000


Supervision of Student Research

PhD thesis

School of Social Development

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Book Reviews

International journal


Papers in Periodicals/Journals

International journal: refereed papers


National journal: refereed papers


Conference Presentations

Published refereed NZ conference proceedings


Unpublished conference presentation


School of Sport & Exercise Science

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Papers in Periodicals/Journals

International journal: refereed papers


Journal non-refereed papers


Conference Presentations

Published refereed international conference proceedings


Published refereed NZ conference proceedings


Published non-refereed conference proceedings


Unpublished conference presentation


Miscellaneous Scholarly Activity

International seminars/workshops


New Zealand Consultancies


PEER ESTEEM

Editorial Board Membership

New Zealand Journal


Research-Related Awards/Fellowships/Prizes

International fellowships/awards/prizes

Invited/Keynote Conference Addresses

Local/regional conference


Organising conference/curating exhibition (excluding 18.2 and 18.3)

New Zealand


Appointments to Key Research, Industry, Professional, Community, Government or International Bodies

New Zealand Bodies


CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

Mentoring, Supervising Colleagues’ Research


Membership of Institutional or Faculty Research Committees


Supervision of Student Research

Master’s thesis


Assistance to Student Publishing, Exhibiting or Performing

Locally


Te Toi-a-Kiwa: Māori, Pasifika and Indigenous Studies

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Books/Monographs (<150pp) (Authored)

New Zealand Publication


Creative Outputs

National film festival screening or television/radio broadcast


Miscellaneous Scholarly Activity

Brief review articles/opinion pieces


New Zealand Seminars/Workshops


PEER ESTEEM

Invited/Keynote Conference Addresses

New Zealand Conference


Organising conference/curating exhibition (excluding 18.2 and 18.3)

New Zealand


CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

Mentoring, Supervising Colleagues’ Research


Membership of Institutional or Faculty Research Committees


Corporate

Capability Development

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Conference Presentations

Unpublished conference presentation


Miscellaneous Scholarly Activity

International seminars/workshops


NZ seminars/workshops

Fester, V. (2008, August, 26). *Examination setting and moderation*. Workshop presented at the Annual Scientific Meeting of the NZ Institute of Medical Laboratory Scientists, Dunedin.


PEER ESTEEM

Invited/Keynote Conference Addresses

Local/regional conference

Centre for Creative Industries

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Creative Outputs

International professionally curated group exhibition at major venue/festival


National professionally curated group exhibition at major venue


Conference Presentations

Published refereed international conference proceedings


Reports to External Bodies (excluding milestone reports)


PEER ESTEEM

Organising conference/curating exhibition (excluding 18.2 and 18.3)

Local/regional


Appointments to Key Research, Industry, Professional, Community, Government or International Bodies

New Zealand Bodies


Local/regional bodies


CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

Membership of Research Collaborations and Consortia

New Zealand (outside Wintec)


**Membership of Institutional or Faculty Research Committees**


**Coordinator/Director of a Research Centre/Syndicate**

Curriculum Factory

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Books/Monographs (>150pp) (Authored)

New Zealand Publisher

Wintec.

Papers in Periodicals/Journals

International journal: refereed papers


Conference Presentations

Published refereed international conference proceedings


Unpublished conference presentation


Reports to External Bodies (excluding milestone reports)


Miscellaneous Scholarly Activity

New Zealand Seminars/Workshops


PEER ESTEEM

Invited/Keynote Conference Addresses

Local/regional conference

Emerging Technologies Centre

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Conference Presentations

Published refereed international conference proceedings


Published refereed New Zealand conference proceedings


Unpublished conference presentation


**Reports to External Bodies (excluding milestone reports)**


**PEER ESTEEM**

**Editorial Board Membership**

**International Journal**


**Invited/Keynote Conference Addresses**

**International conference**

Clayton, J. (2008, August 28). *The role of e-learning in building workforce capability to meet regional and national labour force needs.* Invited presentation. The Charlton College of Business, University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth, USA.


**New Zealand Conference**


**Generation of Externally-Funded Research**

$50,000-$99,999


<$50,000


RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Library

Editing Special Issue of a Periodical/Journal

National journal


Book Reviews

National journal


Gibbons, J. M. (2008). [Review of the books *The mouse that danced; Grandma McGarvey joins the scrum; Guji-Guji; Who’s driving?; Donkeys; Pancakes for Findus; Miranda's numbers: Learning numbers with pictures; The showdown*]. *Reading Forum NZ*, 23(3), 38-44.

Conference Presentations

Unpublished conference presentation


Miscellaneous Scholarly Activity

International seminars/workshops


New Zealand Seminars/Workshops


Appointments to Key Research, Industry, Professional, Community, Government or International Bodies

International bodies


New Zealand Bodies


Saravani, S. A. (2008, Jan-May). Committee Member, LIANZA Regional BoP/Waikato Committee.

CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

Mentoring, Supervising Colleagues’ Research

Membership of Institutional or Faculty Research Committees

Quality & Academic

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Conference Presentations

Published refereed NZ conference proceedings

Strategic Project Unit

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Conference Presentations

Published non-refereed conference proceedings

Student Learning Services/Te Kete Kōnae

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Chapters in Books

New Zealand Publication


Conference Presentations

Unpublished conference presentation


Reports to External Bodies (excluding milestone reports)


Miscellaneous Scholarly Activity

New Zealand seminars/workshops


CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

Generation of Externally-Funded Research

$50,000-$99,999

Research Office

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Miscellaneous Scholarly Activity

Brief review articles/opinion pieces

Organising conference/curating exhibition (excluding 18.2 and 18.3)
Local/regional

Miscellaneous Peer Esteem

Invited International Presentation

CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

Supervision of Student Research
Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Auckland.

Membership of Institutional or Faculty Research Committees


Pandey, S. (2008). Member, Programme Approval Committee (Board of Studies), Wintec.


Generation of Externally-Funded Research

<$50,000